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Taylor recognized for
for Ecuador program
Madi Turpin
& Ansley Kary

News Editor & Staff Writer
Representatives from medical foundation Fundación Hogar del Ecuador visited Taylor on Nov. 20 to
recognize the 15-year relationship
between the school and the city of
Cuenca, Ecuador.
“Taylor University is a practitioner of the principles of universal
brotherhood,” the organization said
in its letter of recognition. “(Taylor)
has contributed to improve the
quality of life of our brothers and
sisters in Christ; propelling the productive, intellectual, and cultural
development of those who are in
greatest need.”
The program — operated
through the Spencer Centre for
Global Engagement — was inspired
in 2003 by Diego Palacios, a former
foreign exchange student through
his interactions with John Moore,
professor of biology.
As a result, Moore began looking into opportunities for Taylor students to serve in Palacios’
homeland.
“(My wife and I) discovered we
had fallen in love with Diego when
he finished his time here at Taylor,
so when he left we asked if he could
talk with his dad and see if Taylor
students could be taken down to
Cuenca,” Moore said.
Moore led a group of students to
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Cuenca as a Lighthouse trip in January 2005. The goal was to explore
health opportunities for students
and to participate with Fundación
Hogar del Ecuador and Verbo, a local church through which Taylor
students served as part of the medical brigade.
After the initial success of the
trip, Moore said President Emeritus Eugene Habecker asked for an
educational center be put in Latin America. Moore discussed with
the provost what could be done
about Cuenca.
In January 2006, the Lighthouse
trip to Cuenca accommodated 24
individuals. Six were faculty members scoping out the area for a

potential location. Afterward, it
was decided that a center would
be placed in Cuenca. Moore was appointed to develop a semester-long
program to Ecuador, which began
in the Spring 2007 semester.
Students who have been a part
of the semester-long program were
given opportunities to gain firsthand medical experience shadowing healthcare professionals. This
has included preparing prescriptions, training alongside physical
therapists and assisting with dental procedures.
Charlie Brainer, dean of international programs, said that it is
hard to put a price on the relationships that have formed between two

different cultures.
The same study abroad opportunities that Taylor students receive are extended to students
from University of Azuay. From
mid-February to mid-March, six to
seven exchange students come experience life in the dorms, standard
English classes and all the extracurricular activities that the community has to offer.
“Taylor has really benefited in so
many ways from our association in
(Ecuador),” Brainer said. “They have
been really warm and welcoming of
us.”
According to Interim President
Paige Cunningham, Taylor has always had the desire for students to
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Representatives from Fundación Hogar del Ecuador thanked Taylor for their 15 years of service to Cuenca, Ecuador.

be globally engaged and to become
aware of how international experiences shape them.
For students, this extends beyond
a passport and a cool trip, Cunningham said.
“It’s more about understanding
at least another part of God’s kingdom here on Earth and other perspectives,” Cunningham said. “It’s
to broaden us to see that our area
of influence or service might be
some place that we haven’t presently thought of.”
Brainer said that the program is a
very culturally rich experience that
students have benefited from regardless of their career choice.
The Spencer Centre is actively looking to expand the semester
program to other majors, with the
introduction of a Spanish major option opening in the spring of 2020.
Students will have the opportunity
to travel to Ecuador and continue
their coursework at the University
of Azuay in Cuenca.
After the recognition of 15 successful years with relations to Ecuador the program looks forward
to continuing its growth through
expansion of majors, beyond just
science and Spanish.
“This has been a humbling year
and I will say this all the time: this is
not my program,” Moore said. “I had
no passion for Latin America. The
Lord had to send me a boy named
Diego Palacios to change my heart
and my heart got changed.”
echo@taylor.edu

Staff Writer
Virginity, the LGBTQIA community
and consent are issues often avoided
in conversation at Taylor. However,
Residence Life addressed them head
on through reading and discussion.
To accomplish this, round table
discussions were held on Sunday,
Nov. 17, attended by roughly 40 Taylor community members. Then on
Monday, Nov. 18, Beth Felker Jones,
associate professor of theology at
Wheaton College spoke in chapel
about the beauty of sex by design.
This was followed by a Q&A session
after her remarks.
In preparation for the events, hall
directors sent out three articles on
sexuality. The first was by Jones on
the ramifications of purity culture,
the next on the LGBTQIA community’s place and treatment within
Christian community and the last
about consent on college campuses.

Julia Hurlow, spiritual development coordinator, and Tyler Witzig,
director of Samuel Morris Hall, recognize there are not enough times
for women and men in the church
to sit down and discuss sexuality
with the intention of growth and
understanding.
Even fewer of these conversations
have an educational aspect, Hurlow
said. She hopes the articles would
offer such a foundation.
“There are no right answers or
wrong answers,” Hurlow said before
the round tables. “We just want you
to have conversation tonight.”
Residence Life acknowledges that while sexuality is a conversation that is not often talked
about on campus, many students
are hungry for open and honest
conversation.
Senior Alison Bell is the president
of Choros, a student group which
tries to have intentional conversations about sexuality and gender.
She sees this need for open conversation as well, and is grateful for
GROWTH continues on Page 2
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The Taylor community dissected difficult topics at the roundtables.
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Sophomore Nay Mi Chele-Rhengboi, junior Emmanuel Terell and senior Nate
Canales will be presenting their own original styles at FABRICA.

IFC hosts first fashion show
FABRICA celebrates
cultural diversity
Madi Turpin
News Editor

Lights, camera, fashion.
The Integration of Faith and
Culture (IFC) cabinet will be
hosting their first ever fashion show, FABRICA, in the Euler atrium on Nov. 22 at 7 p.m.
Senior Jake Vriezelaar, IFC
president, said FABRICA is just
another part of the IFC story.
“IFC aims to engage with pop
culture in a way that’s thoughtful and in a way that chooses
to extract meaning out of what
we consume every day,” Vriezelaar said.
FABRICA will consist of three
different movements: the Local Legends line, the Around
the World line and the Around
the Block line. Fifteen designers and over 50 models worked
together to make the project
come to life. Mexican-inspired

cuisine and craft sodas will
also be available for purchase
at the event.
Vriezelaar said the idea is
to celebrate clothing being
produced through students
at Taylor and throughout the
community. He said the show
will travel from the local atmosphere to a world of popular fashion.
The world showcase piece of
the show will first introduce
street style from Chicago. Junior Emmanuel Terrell is from
Chicago and designed the outfits which will represent the
city from which so many within the Taylor community stem.
“I think one thing that’s super cool is bringing what I’ve
seen in Chicago to Taylor,”
Terrell said. “Even people that
are from the city don’t know
the ins and outs of the fashion industry.”
He also aims to incorporate the idea of the vintage
community, since the vintage

WALNUT CREEK COUNTRY MARKET!

community seems to be growing drastically.
Terrell believes so much
more lies outside of the popular thrifting movement.
“FA BR ICA w i l l prov ide a
sustainable idea of fashion,”
Terrell said. “I hope (vintage
community) will give people
a window into different cultures that are within their
own country.”
Senior Lynreshay Johnson
also hopes to represent her
culture through fashion. Johnson is from the Bahamas and
desires to bring awareness to
the different fashions Bahamians have. She noted that coats
and joggers are often culture
shocks to people who come to
the Midwest.
Johnson said Androsia print
is a common pattern within
Bahamian culture. It is joined
by Bahari Bahamas, a brand
name that denotes high class
and high style. While Androsia
FASHION continues on Page 2
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Junior Katie Turner is one of
the models in FABRICA.

was used for Mosaic Night last
semester, Johnson said Bahari,
which is marked by gold plates
on the back, will be represented at the fashion show.
“The print of Bahari can stop
you in your tracks and make
you realize it’s art,” Johnson
said. “It’s the Gucci of the Bahamas. I’m really excited to
show Taylor the fashionable
side of my country.”
Vriezelaar is designing a
line of his own. He’s focusing

November 22, 2019
on summer outfits and hopes
to resurrect some warmth in
the midst of the dark cloud of
winter. Many of his responsibilities, however, will lie in the
supervision of the project.
Junior Natalie Baker is another IFC member who is pouring into the project behind the
scenes. Baker will be the floor
manager, which means she is in
charge of timing out the models and giving everyone the final approval of the looks before
they head out onto the runway.
Senior Chloe Thompson is

doing all of the models’ makeup while Baker provides them
with the encouragement they
need before sending them into
the crowd. Baker is excited to
see the community come together and support each other
in a unique way.
“We really haven’t explored
this particular community at
Taylor, and I think this is really a good way we can do this,”
Baker said. “People are providing new ways to express themselves by playing a character
with added flair.”

Each member of the cabinet has something they’re
looking forward to as FABRICA approaches. Johnson enjoyed teaching people how to
model and tap into their inner
ego. Baker is excited to take a
break from the current stressful atmosphere and creatively
let go of burdens. She encourages people to come because
IFC worked hard to plan the
event and it will help relieve
this stress.
For Vriezelaar, the event not
only celebrates people who are
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wearing the clothes, but also
gives individuals a peek into
a culture completely different
from theirs. He believes style is
reflective of location and therefore is part of a conversation
people are taking part in without even realizing.
“There’s no way we can encapsulate fashion because it’s
constantly shifting and changing,” Vriezelaar said. “But we’re
hoping to at least provide a
window into our current moment in pop culture.”
echo@taylor.edu

Hoosiers host battalion
First Cyber Battalion
based in Midwest
Sam Jones
Staff Writer

The first ever Midwest “cyber battalion” will be based in Indiana, Governor Eric Holcomb announced on
Oct. 22.
Cybersecurity is an ever-growing occupational field focused on
the wellbeing of culture and society
through technology.
“The 127th Cyber Battalion will
be comprised of nearly 100 soldiers
who will be trained on cyber security and cyber warfare,” stated the
Army Times.
On Oct. 22, The Indiana National
Guard stated on their website that
they are looking to collaborate with
information technology specialists
from local and statewide businesses,
most of whom are already in place
as cybersecurity attendants.
The battalion will be trained
in the Muscatatuck Urban Training Center, located southeast
of Indianapolis.
Holcomb looks forward to the
placement of this battalion.
“Warfare is becoming increasingly digital and it’s an honor for Indiana
to be home to those who protect our
country from computer-generated

GROWTH continued from

everyone has a different understanding and definition of sexuality.
Because this can cause hesitation
or conflict amongst others, he said
it is vital for individuals to address
these topics gracefully.
Sophomore Matthias Dean, discipleship assistant (DA) of 2nd Berg
said sexuality can be an awkward
topic to talk about, but he believes
it is crucial for Taylor students to
push past the hesitation and have
open and honest discussions.
Dean particularly wishes the
themes were a regular topic of conversation across campus, especially in the classroom. Coming from
a more traditional Christian background, he sees college as the perfect time to broaden his horizons
and learn more about where others
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The AEC notes that students can take measures to help accomodate their classmates.

AEC aids disability awareness
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Indiana governor Eric Holcomb announced the battalion on Oct. 22.

threats,” Holcomb said.
But the government isn’t the only
group advancing their cyber-security training.
Taylor’s computer science department has their own cybersecurity major, in which students are
equipped with the proper tools to
move into careers of cybersecurity, such as this new cyber battalion.
This recent major was added in
December of 2016, and hopes to integrate Taylor students into a growing world of technology and defense.
According to Matt Getgen,
freshman cybersecurity major, it’s
important for America to have cybersecurity as other countries are
building up their own programs.
Dannie Stanley, associate

professor of computer science and
engineering, said although having
a cybersecurity battalion in Indiana
is good and important, curriculum
in the computer science and engineering department at Taylor would
equip graduates to work more “behind the scenes,” as opposed to on
the front lines of a battalion.
“We equip students more so to
build the technology, as opposed to
using the technology,” Stanley said.
“Our students are certainly able to
perform in those roles but our graduates are also going to work at national defense contractors (such
as Lockheed Martin) and various
three-letter agencies under the US
Department of Defense.”
echo@taylor.edu

are coming from.
Through personal experience,
Dean said he has found that offering a bit of his own story has helped
open up dialogue with others. He
encourages others to do the same
if they are comfortable and hopes
they would be willing to push past
awkwardness to create a space for
understanding and growth.
He felt encouraged by his experience with the round tables, he said.
He feels he finally had those conversations and has already seen how
they have opened up more dialogue
on his floor.
However, both Dean and Bell
don’t think these events should be
a one-time thing.
Bell sees the value of all different groups and organizations on
campus being willing to encourage conversation, in order to reach

students from all different places
in life.
Dean said he would love to see
more chapel speakers like Jones,
who are willing to talk candidly about hard topics to the entire
campus. Further, with roughly
30 students in attendance at the
round tables, he hopes more people will take the opportunity to join.
While he hopes future sessions will
be better advertised, he just hopes
more people will attend, as the best
discussions will have the most diversity of opinion and experiences.
“Sexuality is complex,” Yeung
said. “It’s layered. It’s messy. It’s also
really beautiful. And I think it’s really important that we recognize
that.“(I hope that) we recognize that
sexuality isn’t just this topic. It’s a
part of our identity and our stories.”
echo@taylor.edu

Center helps students
find job opportunities
Harli Broge
Staff Writer

Finding employment can be difficult, but the goal behind National
Disability Employment Awareness Month is to help people with
disabilities obtain the necessary
skills to get a job.
In honor of the month, held every October, BestColleges.com
released some guides to help students with disabilities thrive in a
college setting and prepare them
for life after graduation.
Some of the guides included
tips about how to network, look
for financial aid and apply for
scholarships. The guides also offered tips to help colleges become
more aware of ways they can help
their students.
Ken Taylor, assistant director of
the Academic Enrichment Center
(AEC) and coordinator of academic support, is one of the people assisting Taylor students who need
accommodations.
“My role is primarily that of
meeting the students and then
putting memos together and giving them to the student to be able
to take to their professors concerning what accommodations
they might have,” Taylor said.
Taylor also works with Lisa
Wallace, program assistant of the
AEC, helping provide note-taking services for their students by
making sure other students are
signed up for the job.
Note-taking is also one of
the biggest areas where Taylor and Wallace see a need

for their students who need
accommodations.
“We’re dependent upon students to volunteer to be notetakers,” Taylor said. “So you get some
who will take copious notes and
send them to students via email
and everything is all typed out.
Then you have some others that
sometimes the notetaking isn’t as
copious as we would like to have.”
Their goal is to level the playing field, Taylor said. By doing so
they are giving the students they
work with equal access to education and preparing them for finding employment after Taylor.
All the freshmen students have
check-ins with Taylor weekly,
where he offers them encouragement by helping them learn
how to navigate this next part of
their life.
“(We want to) encourage the
students to advocate for themselves,” Wallace said. “Giving
them ideas for other ways that
they could access the information in class if they don’t have a
notetaker immediately . . . or how
to go about ways of providing for
their own needs without relying
on somebody else.”
Another way they do this is by
helping students with disabilities find internships, and one program they often look at is under
Eskenazi Health.
Eskenazi Health has a program
in the Gregory S. Fehribach Center to provide internships for college students with disabilities in
Indiana to give them experience
in their field of study and prepare
them for full-time employment.
The program offers paid internships for eight weeks in the fall,

spring and summer with many
different areas to study, including information technology and
public affairs.
Kia Apple, a former Taylor student who worked with the AEC,
believes that the month is an effective idea to spread awareness
and help those with disabilities.
“I think that’s great,” Apple
said. “Just six months ago when
I was doing all the job searching
and everything, it is a weird experience going in and . . . do you
tell (the interviewer) during the
interview that you have a disability or not?”
Apple is just one of many asking these questions and the AEC
strives to help their students find
the answers.
Most students with disabilities lack confidence, Taylor said.
By having a positive attitude and
offering encouragement, Taylor
and Wallace help the students develop the self-confidence to prove
to themselves they can do good
work and be employable.
Working with the students is
wonderful, Wallace said. They
are very intelligent and she feels
honored to work with them every year.
“I love my job,” Taylor said. “I
love our students, and we have
some tremendously sharp students (and we) don’t look forward to graduation sometimes
because we are losing some really neat people that we’ve worked
with for all four years.”
To learn more about becoming
a notetaker, contact Lisa Wallace
at lswallace@taylor.edu or see her
at the AEC.
echo@taylor.edu

Student founded club challenges mental health stigmas at Taylor
SMHA celebrates
neurodiversity
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

Students for Mental Health Awareness (SMHA), a club which seeks to
eradicate mental health stigma
among the Taylor community, will
soon be an official university club.
After being approved by the
Student Senate on Nov. 8, the club
only needs to be approved by the
Community Life Committee life
to achieve official status.
The club was started in the
spring of 2019 by junior Grace
Weeks. Weeks, who serves as the
club president, is pursuing a combined math major and data science minor.
She is also on the autism spectrum.
“It’s just a different way of seeing
the world,” Weeks said.
The club initially took root
during Week’s junior year of high
school while she attended a private school called Greenwood
Christian Academy. Weeks and
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Associate Professor of English Dan Bowman supports SMHA’s efforts.

her friend Allison Shi were a part
of a friend group who had mental
health challenges. While the majority of their friend group had
cerebral challenges, they still felt
underrepresented as a whole within the school.
The two girls worked together
to form SMHA and through their
efforts the two girls began to see
the club take shape, grow and
make an impact on the community there.
“Our existence will start conversations,” Shi said in regards to
starting the club. “Our existence
will prove that this is a real issue that people should be thinking about.”

After graduation, the club was
continued by underclassmen at
her school. However, Weeks’ time
at Taylor opened her eyes to the
need for mental health awareness
at the university as well.
Following a similar pattern as
she did in high school, Weeks introduced SMHA as a club to the
Taylor student body.
Now president of SMHA, Weeks
sees this as an opportunity to
promote awareness about mental
health struggles, such as autism,
depression and anxiety, all under
the umbrella of neurodiversity.
“(Neurodiversity is) diversity of
the human mind,” Weeks said.
Just like humans are culturally

and ethnically diverse, humans
also have diverse structural and
chemical balances in our brains.
According to Weeks, neurodiversity has two main aspects: mental
health issues affected by chemical
imbalances, like anxiety and depression, and structural differences, like autism and ADHD.
Weeks said SMHA has been well
received on campus since it started last spring; attendance at both
events the group has hosted so far
was encouraging.
Last semester, the club held a
flyer campaign to increase autism
acceptance. Club members placed
flyers with stop signs around campus to expose truths and address
myths revolving around autism.
SMHA hosted another event
this semester on Oct. 17, revolving
around ADHD awareness. People
with ADHD were invited to share
their stories, in hopes their personal experiences would encourage other attendees to have hope
through their fight.
“By doing these events, I am trying to create awareness and break
the stigma,” Weeks said. “The

students can share themselves
more freely, which will help with
community.”
This is how Weeks sees community growth accomplished.
Intentional community at Taylor is an aspect that Weeks values;
however, she is concerned what intentional community looks like for
students who feel they cannot fully
express themselves.
The club’s social media coordinator, sophomore Sarah Cotterman, said has been encouraged
by the enthusiasm revolving
around the group. The events have
spurred on important conversations by people willing to share
their personal experiences with
mental health.
“(SMHA is about) eradicating
stigma and celebrating neurodiversity . . . raising awareness
through education and creating
a space where people can speak
about things without judging,”
Cotterman said.
The club is backed by faculty
who affirm its efforts.
Assistant to the Dean of the
School of Natural Sciences Charity

Bailey serves as the club’s faculty
adviser, and, according to Weeks,
is a valuable asset to the club. Associate Professor of English Dan
Bowman is another faculty who
has partnered with SMHA.
Vice president of the club junior
Rachel Knight really values the
relationships she has made with
people through being involved in
SMHA that she would have otherwise never met. SMHA has also
opened her eyes to the lives of
those around her, allowing her
to resist the comfort of assuming
everyone sees the world through
similar lenses.
“Someone can look ‘normal’ and
act ‘normal’ but see the world completely differently and face challenges due to that,” Knight said.
“Our society pressures us to fit
within a certain mold, and those
who are not neurotypical often
struggle to figure out how to fit
within that mold.”
This very real issue that presents
itself in an array of forms can be
recognized as a chance to understand others’ needs and lifestyles.
echo@taylor.edu
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Great coffee is meant to
be shared.
This has been the driving
force and mission behind The
Abbey Coffee Co.
Starting from the garage of
a passionate coffee roaster in
2012, The Abbey is now an established coffee roaster in Marion. They pride themselves in
being a supplier of quality coffee drinks to the Grant County area.
“What we’re doing is pretty
third wave coffee culture, which
you don’t normally find in a city
this size,” said cafe manager Jizelle Miller. “We’re kind of just
a little jewel in Marion’s crown.”
Third wave coffee is a
movement to brew and enjoy
higher quality coffee, with particular attention to the diversity in beans, roasting and drink
preparation. Founder Chris
DeMarse took the steps of this
process with great integrity,
finding it to be a sacred and
peaceful art.
The name “The Abbey” even
nods to this religious dedication by taking the name of a
monastery. As the coffee company grew to be purchased by
Tree of Life Bookstore, this
name only became more fitting.
Today, The Abbey continues
to honor the art of coffee-making and its roots by roasting
their beans in-house.
“I care about making stuff
that is worth drinking — that
has some integrity to it,” said
barista Aaron Becker.
While The Abbey pours out
great coffee for its customers,
the love of sharing coffee comes
from the people pouring into
the shop.
Miller has worked at The Abbey for almost two years, rising
to the position of cafe manager in February. As a longtime
coffee lover, she grew fond of
The Abbey during her time at
Indiana Wesleyan University.
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Freshmen Cameron Reagan and Colton Baroni enjoy the craft coffee served at The Abbey Coffee Co.

When she graduated in December 2017, it was only natural to begin working part-time
as a barista.
During this hectic time progression out of college, Miller was supported by the same
team that provided caffeinated
support during college.
“The first six months out of
college were like transition after transition after transition
— everything really felt like it
was in turmoil for me,” Miller
said. “The baristas that were
working at the time just listened well and supported me
through my process.”
Now, Miller has the same opportunity to be there for others.

Both she and Becker described
the day-to-day flow of the coffee shop as a reflection of life
events. Everyday, people come
in to meet with others for business, work by themselves or
have first dates.
This consistent flow of community allows them to see
people as they pass through
seasons of life and growth.
“I remember last year I was
working . . . and (a former
barista) had been here for four
years, and there was this group
of three students that came in
multiple times a week and they
graduated,” Miller said. “There
was a really sacred moment for
him to be like, ‘Have a great life.’

It’s kind of difficult to see someone for four years and then not
see them again.”
Becker, who has been working for The Abbey for two years,
said he always appreciates how
community happens over coffee. While he deeply appreciates the craft of well-made
coffee, Becker also appreciates
that coffee does not have to be
a serious thing.
Ultimately, The Abbey has
taken a passion for quality coffee to impact a community.
Miller encourages college students to do the same, whether through coffee or another
avenue.
“My message to college

students — whenever I get
the chance — is just invest in
what’s around,” Miller said.
“Four years might not seem
like a long time, but it really is.
Set down roots while you can.
The Abbey is a just a place
where we’ve taken one thing
that we know how to do really well and used it to invest in
our community.”
The Abbey is located on 1500
South Western Ave., Marion
and is open Monday – Friday
7 a.m. – 9 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m.
– 9 p.m. and Sunday 2 p.m. –
6 p.m. They can be found on
Facebook and Instagram as
The Abbey Coffee Co.
echo@taylor.edu
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Fa c u lt y A d v i s e r
Alan D. Blanchard, Ph.D.
The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse
voices on Taylor University’s campus fairly and
without bias and to be a vehicle of accurate
and pertinent information to the student body.
The Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters
healthy discussion about relevant issues, acting
as a catalyst for change on our campus.
Student journalists have published The
Echo weekly since 1913, except for January
term, exam week and holidays. The Echo is
a member of the Associated Collegiate Press
and the Indiana Collegiate Press Association.
Corrections Policy: THE ECHO strives to
accurately report names, facts and information
in all of its content. However, when errors do
occur, the newspaper stands ready to correct
the error by publishing a correction in a timely
manner in both the print and online editions. If
you notice an error, please bring it to our attention.
In the Nov. 15 edition of THE ECHO in the article
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How alumni Jeff Yoder started his dream sports publication
Accruing 90,000
subscribers in 14 months
Sarah Wordhouse
Staff Writer

More than cents and dollars.
To Donna Downs, co-chair of
the communication department,
this is what success is. Downs
believes success for Christians is
loving and acting in a way that is
honoring toward God. All of these
things, she said Taylor graduate, founder and sole writer of
the Sportsletter Jeff Yoder (’14)
does ably.
“I’m not surprised that Jeff has
started his own business because
he has dedication and drive,”
Downs said.
Yet, while Yoder was at Taylor,
owning a business never crossed
his mind.
Yoder created a daily email subscription in 2018 called The Sportsletter, which covers the previous
night’s sports occurrences. With
the founding of the idea in 2017,
Yoder went on to launch it in September 2018, and quit his job of
four years at the Indy 500.
Yoder credits this passion for
sports writing to his time as the
sports editor on The Echo, which
Downs was the adviser of when
Yoder worked on staff. Yoder considers going to Tayor the best decision he ever made because of
his three-year experience on The
Echo. Professors like Downs who
poured into his life also added to
Taylor’s importance to Yoder.
“I think that experience with
The Echo was the best experience

I had in terms of jobs,” Yoder said.
“After four years of being in a secular environment (working for the
Indy 500), in downtown Indianapolis and offices, I always kind of reverted back to how much I loved
The Echo . . . That was kinda what
spurred the idea for The Sportsletter. I just wanted to write, edit, put
photos together and make my own
sports page.”
Yoder used his discovered love
for editing and sports writing
to formulate the idea for a business which modeled those ideals.
He imagined the concept for The
Sportsletter after coming across
a daily email subscription called
the Morning Brew, which sends
email recaps of business occurrences. He realized there was a
need for something similar in the
sports field.
Starting the business with just
500 subscribers, which included
mainly family and friends, Yoder
has since grown The Sportsletter to over 90,000 subscribers in
roughly 14 months. This growth
comes from Yoder advertising in
other newsletters and sponsoring
Youtube channels.
Despite Yoder’s dedication and
hard work, gaining this many readers in 14 months was not something he predicted.
“I didn’t anticipate it happening
this quickly,” Yoder said. “The goal
has always been to grow it to millions of subscribers . . . I think now,
(90,000+ subscribers), is a little
overwhelming for me just because
of how quickly it happened. But, I
definitely anticipated (growth). I
just did not anticipate it so quickly.

Photograph provided by Jeff Yoder

While at Taylor, alumni Jeff
Yoder (‘14) worked as a sports
writer and editor for The Echo
in addition to wearing Third
West Wengatz’s Friday shirt.

Yoder is currently experiencing
accelerated climbing in numbers,
with his most substantial gain in
the spring of 2019 with 40,000–
50,000 new subscribers.
Even though The Sportsletter is the most rewarding job he’s
ever had, Yoder remembers the
struggles it took to get to where
he is now.
“I would say the first six months
or so was probably the hardest
thing I’ve ever had to go through,
just in terms of managing budgets,
financial investments and figuring
out how to get it off the ground,”
Yoder said. “But now that it’s off
the ground, it was absolutely
worth it. I don’t know what I would
be doing if I hadn’t pursued it.”
While Yoder has already gotten The Sportsletter moving, the
struggle to keep growing his business is a continuous battle for him.
He wrestles with being the sole
writer and editor and holding himself accountable to those responsibilities. However, Yoder plans to

Photograph provided by Jeff Yoder

Alumni Jeff Yoder (‘14) took his experience sports writing for The Echo and
for the Indy 500 to start his own publication, The Sportsletter.

bring on writers and business staff,
such as accounting and marketing, within the next five years.
Yoder values being able to control his own schedule; however,
he also finds it difficult to organize everything himself with long
hours and no separation between
work and home life.
In order to combat the weight of
the business, Yoder uses his subscribers to hold him accountable.
“When I send out my newsletter in the morning, and after a few
hours have passed, I can check
my inbox and figure out, ‘Oh, today was a great newsletter; there’s
not a whole lot of replies,’” Yoder
said. “If I make mistakes, there are
80,000 people to tell me about it.
But as it started to grow, some of

that feedback just helped make me
more accountable.”
Because he knows his subscribers will notice if anything is
incorrect, Yoder finds himself inspecting every stat, name and link
to ensure all details are without
fault. This way, he is able to hold
himself responsible for the quality
of his stories and please his readers at the same time.
Despite the negatives associated with running his own publication, Yoder said his current job is
the best one he could imagine.
“It’s hard to separate my personal life because I do work at
home and I work all the time,”
Yoder said. “But at the same
time, I think when you absolutely love what you do — and for me,

I absolutely love what I do — it’s
hard to really complain or have
any issues with that.”
Through the launch and building of The Sportsletter and the
continual battle of accountability
and business growth, Yoder said
he found a job that is the best he
could end up with.
Yoder said he could never imagine himself doing anything else,
and to him, that makes the daily
upward battles worth it.
“If I didn’t have this, I really don’t
know what else I would be doing,
like what job I might have in an office or what publication I’d be writing for,” Yoder said. “But I know
100% that this was God’s plan for
my life.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Food for thought: Katie Ito’s theology of food

Learn about her
heart for hospitality
Mariah Hurst
Staff Writer

For freshman Katie Ito, hospitality is recognizing that both beauty and brokenness can coexist
around the table.
As a young teenager, Ito’s
family became friends with college students from the Middle
East studying at IUPUI. Every
Monday night, the Nelsons, a
family from Ito’s church, would
host a dinner open to the students and congregation.
One week, two of the students
decided to share a bit of home
by making a traditional Saudi
meal. When the preparation
was done, they put all the rice
on a large platter the size of the
dinner table. Hiding the silverware around the house, the students encouraged everyone to
eat with their hands.
Reaching for a handful of rice
mixed with garlic, almonds,
dried fruits and pieces of lamb,
Ito tasted the power of hospitality shown to her by her Saudi friends.
Years later, Ito was reminded

Photograph by Carolina Quintana

Freshman Katie Ito hosts Peace Meals on campus.

of the role of food in hospitality
during a two-week trip to Lebanon with her church.
“I love the beauty of what
people have created here (in
Lebanon), and I want to somehow bring that with me,” Ito
said.
After experiencing the culture

of hospitality in Lebanon, Ito
knew culinary school was the
next step in growing in hospitality. During her gap year after
high school, Ito learned how to
make food in large quantities.
She took her culinary gifts with
her to Taylor where she began
an event called Peace Meal.

Ito’s most recent Peace Meal
took place on Saturday, Nov. 16
and focused on Lebanon. Her
hope is that food and fellowship will nourish the body and
soul. She desires reconciliation
and harmony between people
as they gather around the table.
Ito’s dream is to establish

an urban farm and restaurant
that employs both locals and
refugees. She sees hospitality as an instrument for peacebuilding between Muslims
and Christians.
“I want to engage that narrative (of peacebuilding) through
food,”Ito said. “If people are

much more open to food, I think
that’s going to be the greatest
catalyst for the gospel.”
While Ito rejoices in the beauty of the table, she also knows
the table can be messy. Brokenness and conflict often occupy
the spots of peace and reconciliation at the table. She learned
this during her gap year while
volunteering at Heart Change
Ministries, a discipleship program for mothers in crisis in inner city Indianapolis.
Every day, the women would
have lunch together. The beauty Ito hoped they would exp eri en c e wa s s om etim e s
overshadowed by the burdens
and bitterness they carried.
“And I think that’s where
the table gets really difficult.
When you sit down and you realize things are hard, you have
a choice,” Ito said. “You can either get up and walk away, or
you can stay there, and you can
make conversation.”
For Ito, the power of gospel
hospitality lies in inviting Christ
to be the honored guest and
recognizing He is the only One
who can bridge the brokenness
and beauty present at the table.
echo@taylor.edu

Students provide DIY snacks, craft ideas for Christmas gifts
Create homemade gifts
this holiday season
Mackenzie Derico
Staff Writer

The snow is falling, sweaters are
out and Starbucks holiday beverages are back — the holiday season is officially upon us. In less
than four weeks we will find ourselves waking up on Christmas
morning in our pj’s to give and
receive presents around the tree.
This means it’s time to begin the
search for presents to give, and
as college students with limited
budgets, DIY gifts might be the
answer.
Juniors Lily Walter, Audrey
Summers and freshman Kinsley
Rushing all enjoy the value of a
homemade gift.
“When I make DIY Christmas
gifts I do it to share a little bit
of myself with others,” Walter
said. “For example, in Ecuador I
shared a bit of my culture with
my host family and friends.”
Summers and her friend, Hailey, have been giving each other DIY gifts since their freshman
year of high school.
Throughout the years they
have given each other many
things, including repurposed
thrift store items, picture collages, ornaments and more.
“My best friend and I are both
creative people and we wanted
our gifts to be something that we
can look back on together and
share,” Summers said. “I like to
give thoughtful gifts because they
are more personal — and fun because I like crafting.”
Provided is a small collection
of gift ideas from Walter, Summers and Rushing. Use these
ideas to create meaningful, inexpensive gifts for loved ones this
holiday season.
echo@taylor.edu
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Hot Chocolate in a Jar

Open When Cards

Everyone loves to sit indoors with a
warm hot chocolate when it is cold
outside, which is exactly why this gift is
a perfect fit for almost anyone. Make
hot chocolate mix in a jar by following
the recipe as follows (yields about 2
cups of mix):

Open When cards are a sentimental
gift, sure to touch anyone you give
them to. Write letters for specific
occasions and place them in envelopes
with “open when…” written on the
outside. An example of this would be
an envelope that reads “Open when it
is your first day of school,” with a note
inside to that person on their first day
of school.

1 1/4 cups sugar (powdered or regular)
1 1/8 cups cocoa powder
1/2 tablespoon table salt

Mix together, put in a festive jar or bag
and add a tag that states the directions
— about one spoonful per mug. Place
marshmallows and candy canes on
top!

Holiday Tea
Do you have a tea lover on your list of
people to shop for? If so, this homemade
holiday tea gift idea is for you! Follow
the instructions below to create a jar of
tea perfect for any winter day (yields
about 2 and 3/4 cups of mix):
20 ounces Tang powdered drink mix
1/3 cup Instant tea with lemon flavor
3/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
3/8 teaspoon ground cloves
2 tablespoons granulated sugar

Mix together, put in fun small mason jars
with a ribbon and label with directions
for use — heat up hot water and add
about 1 spoonful to each mug.

friday

nourish your body with nutritious food before and after a workout, and it is also
important to do the same
Makenna Holz
after. Eating plenty of fruits
and vegetables is important
Contributor
to give your body the nutriBefore working out, it is im- ents it needs while working
p o r t a n t t o m a ke su re t o out. Without energy, you will

A nutritious take
on Fit Friday

This gift would be a great idea for a
family member or close friend who
you are not with all of the time. By
giving a collection of letters to them at
Christmas, you are providing them with
a supply of kind words for the year. To
execute this idea, write letters, label
them “open when” and place them in a
cute box or bag with directions of how
often to open a letter.

Photo Book
A photo book is always a great idea
to celebrate a friendship at Christmas
time. First, find pictures of you and a
friend that you love and print them out.
Next, tape the pictures into a journal
or a scrapbook.
There are many angles you could take
with a photobook. You could tell the
story of your friendship by placing
photos in chronological order and
adding some sweet words about how
you met and how you appreciate the
friendship. Another angle would be
to put in the pictures and then caption
them; this could include inside jokes,
funny memories, and more!

feel tired while exercising,
and you want to help your
body work hard.
It is also important to eat
food preferably within a half
hour of finishing your workout in ord er to re pl eni sh
the energy in your muscles.
Without the proper nutrients to refuel your muscles,
your body could start using
muscle for energy instead of
food you eat.
In all of your meals, make

Essential Oil Lava Rock
Bracelets
Lava rock bracelets are the perfect gift
for anyone who loves essential oils!
These bracelets soak up the essential
oil and diffuse them throughout the
day, making them a relaxing and
useful addition to any day. This gift is a
fun idea because each bracelet can be
made very unique, and the materials
to make them can be bought in bulk.
Purchase 1 mm elastic string and
lava rock beads from your local
craft store to make this gift. A single
bracelet requires about 21 beads for
women, or 24 beads for men. Rushing
recommended that each bracelet have
16–18 lava rock beads, and about
5–7 spherical decorative beads (such
as those with marble patterns or solid
colors). String these beads on in any
pattern you would like!
To use, apply essential oil by placing
a small drop per bead. This gift could
be accompanied by a small bottle of
essential oil.
Any of the gifts above can be
accompanied by your friend’s favorite
candy bar and a sweet note. Have fun
creating for those you love this month
as we celebrate the joy and hope of
the Christmas season.

sure to include a healthy bal(modifications
ance of protein , carbohyin parentheses)
drates and fats, because all
• 5 pushups (can be
three are used as important
done on knees)
fuel in your body. Make sure
• 10 burpees (step into eat lots of fruits and vegestead of jump)
tables, as these provide your
• 15 sit-ups (crunches)
body with fiber, vitamins, and
• 20 air squats (not as
minerals necessary to help
far down)
your body function correctly.
After eating, try this workRound s for Tim e m eans
o u t , a n d d o n’ t f o rge t t o doing each of the exercises
eat afterwards!
listed below it all at once,
4 Rounds for Time:
and th en completing that

‘circuit ’ 4 tim e s throu g h .
To make it easier, do less
r o u n d s o r / d e c re a s e t h e
amount of repetitions. You
could also go through each
exercise slower. To make it
harder, increase the amount
of rounds or amount of repetitions. Weight can also be
added to the air squats, or
you could try and do everything faster.
echo@taylor.edu

“Thankful people are healthier people in
many ways. Healthy relationships, homes,
work environment, even bodily benefits I
would guess.”
Thanksgiving season unites believers in global
fellowship

November 22, 2019
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Do you ever get sick of eating the same
grilled chicken and cereal from the Dining
Commons and just want to cook something
different on your own? Here is a list of some
of the best go-to dorm recipes to diversify
your daily diet!

Cheesy Broccoli Pasta

Quesadilla
Two tortillas
Cheese
Olive oil
Instructions:

Any type of pasta
Cooked broccoli
Olive oil or butter
Your choice of shredded cheese
Instructions:
Heat pasta and water in a microwavable
bowl. To determine the time, add roughly
2–3 minutes to the time the pasta lists on
the box.
Strain pasta and add cooked broccoli.
Mix in 1 tablespoons of olive oil (or butter).
Finally, add a handful of your favorite
cheese. We think mozzarella and parmesan
are the best for this in particular.

Breakfast Cookie in a
Mug

Ingredients:

Chicken or beef (optional)

Ingredients:
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Get creative with these tasty recipes in your
own dorm. If you feel like you’ve mastered
these recipes, Pinterest is chock full of other
dorm recipes to try!

Ingredients:
½ medium banana
1 ½ tablespoons peanut butter
½ tablespoon honey (or agave)
1 tablespoon milk

1. Rub both sides of the 2 tortillas with olive
oil.

4 tablespoons oats (rolled or quick
oats)

2. Lay one tortilla down on a microwave
safe plate and add cheese (taco blend or
othercould add a taco blend), spices of your
choice, and any extras like chicken or beef.

1 tablespoon raisins (seeds or nuts)

3. Cover with the second tortilla and
microwave for 30–40 seconds. Optional:
keep a moist paper towel over the top of
the quesadilla in the microwave to keep it
extra moist.
4. Add sour cream, chips, or salsa, and
enjoy!
Source: www.samanthability.com

Instructions:
1. In a large microwavable mug mash
the banana well with a fork in a large
microwavable mug.
2. Stir in the peanut butter, milk and honey
and mix well together.
3. Add in the oats and raisins and stir until
combined.
4. Microwave for 45 seconds — 1 minute or
until firm to the touch on top.
5. Enjoy warm!
Source: biggerbolderbaking.org

Thanksgiving season unites believers in global fellowship

themes and traditions
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

The cornfields are bare. A chilling
wind blows across campus. The
skies have even dusted the ground
with snow on several occasions. Yet
it is not quite Christmas season.

Thanksgiving will be celebrated in the United States on
Nov. 28 this year. It can often be
overlooked during the increasingly rushed holiday season,
possibly due to the dearth of beloved Thanksgiving movies and
flashy Thanksgiving decorations,
save for John Hughes’ “Planes,
Trains and Automobiles” or the
stray cornucopia.
Nearly every culture worldwide
has a celebration of thanks for a
plentiful harvest. Michael Jessup, professor of anthropology

and sociology, describes many
unique international traditions,
each with their own distinctive
dishes.
In southern India, Tamil Hindus celebrate the Thaipusam
Kavadi festival with seven colorful curries, while Koreans celebrate Chuseok with songpyeon
(a stuffed rice bun). All over southeast Asia, people enjoy pastries
made of red bean paste, such
as mooncakes.
May Young, assistant professor
of biblical studies, traced the roots
of a feast to give thanks to well before the Pilgrims, who held was
was widely regarded as the first
Thanksgiving feast. According to
Young, the Pilgrims would have
based their customs off the legacy of harvest feasts passed down
from the nation of Israel, especially the Feast of Booths (Sukkot).
“For followers of Jesus, the
Thanksgiving meal at the center

TheWeekly

of our worship is the Eucharist,
which literally means thanksgiving,” said Kevin Diller, associate
professor of philosophy and religion. “This is our regular celebration of God’s gracious provision
of nourishment by means of connection with Him and with others
in Him. A meal is perfect for this
because we all sit down together
acknowledging this connection in
and dependence on Jesus.”
Many of Diller’s colleagues
shared this idea of the Thanksgiving feast as a representation
of the Eucharist.
Brad Seeman, associate professor of philosophy pointed to the
imagery of Jesus breaking bread
and giving thanks, an act noted
at many points over the course
of the Gospels. Even in the midst
of his greatest struggles, Seeman
said, Jesus still gave thanks.
Taylor alumnus Kurt Stout (‘92)
now serves as the senior pastor at

North Manchester First Brethren
Church in Indiana. Since before
his time, the church has held a
special communion service to
celebrate and give thanks for the
harvest, both in terms of the physical blessings of the year and Jesus’
harvest of souls.
“Thankful people are healthier people in many ways. Healthy
relationships, homes, work environment, even bodily benefits I
would guess,” Stout said. “When
the church focuses on thanks we
move beyond our selfishness a bit
and recognize that God’s hand
has come to us, while we have
not deserved it.”
Whether on scales large or
small, family or friend, millions
of festive gatherings will be commencing across America in the
coming weeks. With each unique
celebration comes different traditions in which families and
friends observe the holiday.

Stout’s mother annually dresses the family in pilgrim hats to
retrace their genealogy, after discovering years ago that they were
descended from a family who arrived at the original Plymouth
colony in 1620. Every year their
family recounts the story of their
ancestor Henry Howland and his
brother, John, who sailed on the
Mayflower itself and was rescued
after being washed overboard.
Seeman, whose house is under a strict pre-Thanksgiving
regimen of no Christmas music,
waits up with his family until midnight to finally crank up the festive tunes and dance around the
living room. A long-time favorite
to kick off the season, he notes,
is “Must Be Santa,” by Bob Dylan.
Tracy Manning, assistant professor of theatre arts said she
personally cherishes baking with
her family and going around the
table to say what each person is

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Jordan Nichols

Mariah Williams

Freshman:

Sophomore:

Ask her to show you her
favorite Zumba move!

Thanksgiving Crossword
Across
2. Classic Thanksgiving dessert
5. Thanksgiving food that can be mashed or baked
6. Where the Pilgrims landed
8. Eleventh month of the year
9. The ship that brought the Pilgrims to North America
10. Holiday of this crossword
11. Bird eaten at Thanksgiving
Down
1. A big meal
3. The season of Thanksgiving
4. Large orange vegetable
5. Long line of people walking down the street
7. People you are related to

He loves Dunkin’ so much
that he got his senior pictures
taken there..

thankful for, a tradition which she
has grown to appreciate over the
years.
No matter what the tradition,
the intent remains the same.
“In the busyness of everyday
life, it is important for us to make
time to remember the blessings
that God has given us,” Young
said. “Many of these blessings
are received through our relationships. We live in a very individualistic society and can often forget
the importance of relationships
because we are so focused on our
own goals. These communal observances call us back to the importance of God’s provision, both
materially and relationally. As
Christians, we are called to be a
body. This means that we rejoice
together and mourn together.
Thanksgiving calls us back to the
basics! We need to realize what
is most important in our lives.”
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Kyle Schultz @kyle_schultz
#TAYLORU PSA AND JUST
A QUESTION FOR THE
GENERAL #TAYLORU
AUDIENCE WHY CANT
EVERY PROFESSOR BE AS
KIND AND GRACIOUS AND
SHOW AS MUCH MERCY
ON THEIR STUDETNS AS
DR BILL HETH AN ACTUAL
QUESTION
jeff cramer @jpcramer
Motivation seems to be at an
all-time low at #tayloru The
tease of Thanksgiving then
back for dead week should
just about finish everyone off.
Jack Mancuso @pants_town
today’s chapel was on sexual
ethics. halfway thorugh
i heard a baby cry. who
brought their baby to sex
chapel. #tayloru
Kyle Schultz @kyle_schultz
Dear #tayloru Stop sleeping
in public spaces It’s weird
Sincerely, Essentially
Everyone
Nathaniel Fackler

@NathanielFackl1

Intentional community. Are
you being honest with the
peeps you hang with? Yes?
Good. It’s working. Keep
on. Don’t feel pressured to
go after more people unless
you haven’t been. No? Then
it ain’t gonna work no matter
how much you try to figure
out why it ain’t. #tayloru

A&E

“Disney+ has entered the
streaming wars swinging with the
launch of the first of many original
series to come from their top IPs.”
The Mandalorian thrives on rust,
spare parts and nostalgia

November 22, 2019
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Gospel choir collects cans for a good cause
‘World Dilemmas’ aids
hurricane survivors
Emily Pawlowski
A&E Editor

The destruction of Hurricane
Dorian was transformed into an
opportunity to connect and heal
at “Cans ’N Chorus.”
On Thursday, Nov. 21, the
Gospel Choir and the Office of
Intercultural Programs (OIP)
presented “World Dilemmas.”
The concert’s entrance fee was
a canned good or non-perishable
item, which went toward relief
efforts for the Bahamas.
Junior Timiesha Knowles, who
directs the Gospel Choir, had an
especially personal connection
to this event. She is from the Bahamas and had to deal with the
aftermath of Hurricane Dorian
while hundreds of miles away
at school.
“I remember trying to keep
it all together in classes while
pushing my thoughts and emotions aside,” Knowles said. “Doing this also made me realize
that there are so many things
happening in the lives of every
student, professor and staff on
this campus that we rarely get a
chance to mention, mourn and
help each other due to there

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

Members of the Gospel Choir performed black gospel music and Carribbean songs.

never being a good time or
place to.”
In response to this realization, Knowles hoped this concert
would provide a time for attendees to pray and reflect on the issues they are normally too busy
to fully consider.
The other members of the
choir had similar goals.

“We hope and pray that the
student body will have a meaningful encounter with God and
that they don’t leave the same
way they came,” said junior Sam
Hardy. “This is a great opportunity to recognize our brokenness
and rest in God’s mercy and unconditional love.”
The night’s performances were

predominantly black gospel music, as well as a few Caribbean
worship songs. Spoken word, rap
and dance were also included in
the lineup.
After the music ended, the
audience was invited to join in
a Bahamian extravaganza. This
celebration of Bahamian culture
featured traditional Caribbean

dishes and party games like Ring
Play, Jump In and Dominos.
This time of community after
emotional vulnerability ensured
the night ended on a high note.
Knowles expressed interest in
hosting similar events in the future for times of reflection and
prayer. Other members of the
Gospel Choir shared a similar

interest in deepening community openness.
“We aren’t just trying to slap
a worship song on top of suffering,” junior Melissa Copeland said. “We hope to bring
sincere hope and a call to action. God wants both our hurt
and our worship.”
echo@taylor.edu

A&E Students and faculty display talents at showcase
EVENTS

C.S. Lewis and
Friends Tea
The Joker & Human
Depravity
Nov. 22 – 4 p.m.
Zondervan 142

Senior Art Show
Hudson Taylor
Nov. 22 – 6 – 8 p.m.
Metcalf

Taylor Theatre
Much Ado About
Nothing
Nov. 22 & 23 – 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 24 – 2 p.m.
Mitchell Theater

Showcase highlighted
acting, music and dance
Jed Barber
Staff Writer

Musical theater, Mozart and more
were enjoyed last Sunday, Nov. 17.
A mixed-multitude of faculty,
staff, students and prospectives
gathered together for the department of music, theatre and
dance’s annual showcase. The
event offered opportunities for
both professors and students to
showcase their abilities to the
rest of the Taylor community.
“I believe the purpose is to
share with our community a program with a lot of variety,” said associate professor of music Conor
Angell. “Most of our concerts consist of a particular kind of music
— such as instrumental or vocal — but in this case, we will
demonstrate the talents of faculty
and students in a number of different instruments and genres.”
The program certainly was
varied. Angell performed a song

Photograph by Carolina Quintana

Professor of Music Christopher Bade performed a clarinet solo at the showcase.

from Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein’s musical “Carousel,” while freshman Amelia Jones
performed a dance number. Senior Steven Christophersen
played a clarinet duet with professor of music Chris Bade, the

Global Music Ensemble reprised
some songs from their concert
the previous night and many others performed as well.
While this performance allowed the participants to exercise their craft, it also was an

exhibition for the music, theatre
and dance department. The department was also having a visit day, and this concert let the
potential Trojans see what the
various faculty members and students can do.

Bade said the showcase concert is a combination of two
concerts. Several years ago, the
department sponsored a concert
called White Linen which sported
only faculty performances, and a
showcase happened later in the
year which exhibited the talent
of students.
In the spirit of collaboration,
the department decided to combine White Linen with the showcase so attendees could see that
professors were willing to work
directly with their students.
Bade noted this is what distinguishes this concert from others
like the homecoming concert of
Sing Noel. Instead of a specific
topic, the theme is how Taylor
faculty and students collaborate
with each other.
“The overarching theme is
about collaboration,” Bade said.
“And since the title of the concert
is a showcase it’s going to be an
opportunity for either an individual or a group to get their face out
there, so to speak.”
echo@taylor.edu

‘The Mandalorian’ thrives on rust, spare parts and nostalgia
Fashion Show
Fabrica
Nov. 22 – 7 p.m.
Euler Atrium

Bridge Event
Night of Poetry and Jazz
Nov. 22 – 6:15 p.m.
The Bridge Cafe

Center for Musical
Development
Children’s Piano Recital
Nov. 23 – 1:15 p.m.
Butz Carruth Recital Hall

The Beautiful
Oct 18 – Dec. 6
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

Disney+ series returns
to classic franchise style
Ethan Rice
Staff Writer

On Nov. 12, a galaxy far, far away arrived to a whole new world — the
world of streaming services. Over
the course of its first week, Disney+
rolled out the first new episodes of
“The Mandalorian” (TV-PG).
Taking place in the years following the collapse of the Galactic
Empire, the series follows a nameless bounty hunter as he takes up
a new and mysterious assignment.
Our lead protagonist — a Mandalorian clad in the armor first made
famous on the big screen by Boba
Fett — is just as mysterious as the
cargo he is pursuing.
Behind the helmet is actor Pedro Pascal, no stranger to prestige
television series such as “Narcos”
and “Game of Thrones.” That said,
he isn’t easily recognizable, as he
has yet to remove his helmet. This
is no inhibition for Pascal’s acting,
however.
Without the aid of facial expressions and minimal lines, Pascal
masters his physical mannerisms
and vocal inflections to emote
through the metal disguise. This
builds a complex character out
of elements such as posture and
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The Mandalorian, played by Pedro Pascal, pursues a mysterious cargo.

simple head nods.
It is vital this character works, as
he is thus far the sole focus of the
first two episodes. Actress Gina Carano’s mystery character, who was
heavily featured in the marketing as
the Mandalorian’s partner in crime,
has yet to make an appearance. A
quirky alien voiced by Nick Nolte
is a blast to have along for the ride
on this chapter of the journey, but
the world fully belongs to the titular character.
And what a world it is! From the
first moments of the pilot, viewers are immersed in the lore of the
Bounty Hunters Guild and Mandalorian culture, with tiny glimpses into what life in a galaxy without
the Emperor is like for ordinary

citizens living on these backwater planets.
Franchise newcomer Jon Favreau and Star Wars animation
veteran Dave Filoni know exactly
what made the original films stand
out over 40 years ago. Beneath the
magical wonder and swashbuckling adventure, there is a rusty,
broken-down and lived-in world
of cantankerous aliens, patchwork
ships and seedy business deals. It is
in this world that “The Mandalorian” thrives, filling the episodes with
tension, humor and heart-pounding action sequences.
Setting the pace for the adventure is the intense, ear-wormy score
concocted by Ludwig Göransson.
The 35-year-old composing prodigy

further cements his place among
the contemporary greats of his field,
following up his huge year in 2018,
in which he won an Oscar for his
work on Marvel’s “Black Panther”
and the Song of the Year Grammy
for his work producing Childish
Gambino’s hit “This is America.”
The score fits perfectly into
the world and feels at home within the hallowed playlist rotations
of John Williams’ legendary orchestral combinations for the bigscreen films.
I would be hard-pressed to
delve further into the plot of these
first two episodes without revealing a major surprise for those
lucky enough not to have been already spoiled by the internet. I will

leave it at this — the new addition
will melt your hearts and leave
you even more impatient for the
next episode.
I can say this: there are blasters, there are spaceships, there are
very angry Jawas with an outsized
taste for eggs and there is one determined Mandalorian well on his way
to making himself an iconic place in
Star Wars lore.
I can really only complain that
I wish the episodes were longer.
The first two combined only complete about 70 minutes of screentime. That said, if shorter episodes
are the price to pay for this cinema-level production value ( from
the creatures to a jaw-dropping
sandcrawler action sequence), it’s
a price I, like our favorite bounty
hunters employers, am willing to
pay.
Disney+ has entered the streaming wars swinging with the launch
of the first of many original series
to come from their top IPs. Another
Star Wars adventure starring Diego
Luna’s roguish rebel Cassion Andor
from “Rogue One” is on the way, as
are multiple series starring the heroes of the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Fans of these properties can
only hope they will live up to the
quality of “The Mandalorian.”
5/5
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
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Third Breu and BroHo take a break from school
and share a meal at Waffle House.

Our View

Expressing
thankfulness all year

Here at The Echo, we realize
now is the time of year busyness can take over. Thanksgiving nears, yet we can forget to
be thankful.
It can feel odd, the holiday season. We’re heading into Thanksgiving with much to do and even
more on our mind. Reflecting,
praying and being thankful are
acts that slip from our schedule
as we direct our attention to a
thousand other tasks.
No matter how busy this time
of year can be, being determined
to practice thankfulness will
benefit your walk with Christ
and your life in general.
For Greg MaGee, associate
professor of biblical studies,
choosing to be thankful can
look like a morning walk with
his dog, he said. He added that
carving out time in the morning to be outside and pray and
thank God for what he is doing
is impactful time for him.
“The intentionality is the key,”
MaGee said. “You have creational gifts, you have redemptive
gifts in Christ and relational gifts. Really, all of those are
things we ought to be acknowledging in our lives.”
According to MaGee, thankfulness is an essential piece of
living a Christian life. However, it can be a struggle to keep a
thankful heart.
For good reason, too.
Tests, projects and extracurriculars pile up and it seems
like you might explode if one
more task is added to your
plate. What a perfect time to
be thankful.
Sounds sarcastic, but we’re serious. We only have so many moments on this earth, let alone at
Taylor. Being stressed and overwhelmed will happen in college,

but if we’re not taking time to
stop and be thankful, we may be
missing the point.
During hectic periods of our
life, we tend to fix our gaze on
the next fun, relaxing or enjoyable moment. As a result, we fall
into a pattern of living for the
weekends or just trying to make
it to the next scheduled break in
the calendar.
While it’s not necessarily
wrong to look forward to those
times, keeping and carrying this
mindset throughout life can
be unhealthy.
This is where thankfulness
comes in. Donna Downs, associate professor of media communication, said thanking God
throughout the day — not just
morning and night — is a part
of her practice.
“I believe in the power of
thanking people who have come
alongside us, from little things
to large things,” Downs said. “I
am a fan of sending notes, not
only of encouragement but
of thanksgiving.
Jim Spiegel, professor of philosophy and religion, said he is
intentional about incorporating expressions of gratitude towards God in his prayer time.
When he is thankful, he notices how he tends to be more
forgiving towards others and
patient in times of challenging
circumstances, he said.
We only have the moments
given to us, with no future moment guaranteed. So, take some
time and remember all the good
things God has done in your life.
Let someone important in your
life know how much they mean
to you.
You may have no idea who
needs to hear that right now.
echo@taylor.edu

“Take an hour or a day to read and reflect
about Sabbath, the Lord’s Supper or about
gratitude in general.”
A penny found in a Taylor parking lot
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Feel free to disagree with me
Following Christ’s
example in conflict

The dreaded debate.
Someone asks you a hot topic
question. You are faced with two
possible outcomes: they celebrate you for agreeing with them
or attack your opposing opinion.
It always seems to come down
to a matter of their side and the
wrong side.
Differences are simply unavoidable when we spend time
with others. Sadly, we often run
away from these differences and
these conversations. However,
differences are not supposed to
be a curse — they are a reflection of how God has uniquely
created us in his image (Genesis 1:27).
According to 1 Peter 4:10-11,
God has blessed each one of us
with unique spiritual gifts according to his plan. However,
we tend to ignore the fact that
each person also comes with
their own unique and insightful views.
I, as a white female from the
Midwest, simply do not have the
same perspective as a male student of color from the south or
a child immigrant to the United
States — but that does not mean
anyone has a right or wrong perspective. Together, each person
lends their experiences and expertise to create a fuller image
of a situation.
When we neglect God’s diversity present in us, we pick and
choose a personality of Christ
that feels comfortable.

Jill Boyd, World Orphans representative, spoke about this
need for diverse perspectives in
chapel on Oct. 16.
“We have taken the personality of Jesus that we really like . . .
none of (the focuses are) wrong,
but (they’re) also not complete,”
Boyd said. “If these people just
talk, think of what could happen
in the world.”
It is too easy to focus on only
one aspect of God’s direction.
Because of this, it is vital to engage civilly with other perspectives and views. Listening to
understand, not to be right, is
the very foundation of empathy
and compassion — it is at the
forefront of Christ’s mission.
Because of 1 Corinthians 12:7,
we know that at the core of every Christian is the manifestation of the spirit for the glory of
God. Until God calls down from
the heavens to settle the score
on the electoral college or taxes,
no one should be claiming other views are evil or not rooted
in faith. It is not our dominion
to judge someone’s walk with
God (Matthew 7:1–5), let alone
villainize and subjugate someone because they have a different opinion.
By talking and working together, we have the potential for
the fullest view of Christ’s plan
and heart for this world.
Yes, the Bible is black and
white on certain issues. Yes,
there are deeply personal issues. Yes, there is a deep hurt
present in our current political atmosphere.
To be fair, this posture of discussion is hard and uncommon.
However, we cannot keep having
screaming matches.
“The need of the hour is political reconciliation,” said Ed

Photograph by Jared Hagan

Sophomores Clare Verna and Gilian Haenggi share a conversation at The Abbey.

Meadors, professor of biblical
studies. “The counsel I give in
class is to enter conversations
such as this with questions, a
listening ear, and prioritization
of the relationship . . . It’s instructive to note how often Jesus asked questions.”
Meadors said the important
points to address in disagreement are what we believe, why
we believe what we do, where we
agree, where we disagree, why
we disagree, agreeing to disagree
and how to maintain civility and
peace. He cited these from “I Beg
to Differ: Navigating Difficult
Conversations with Truth and
Love” by Tim Muehlhoff, with a
series of questions to ask in addressing disagreement.
Truly, real change does not
come from the conquest of one
viewpoint. Change is a direct
result of coming together in uncomfortable disagreement, but
still working together.
When we talk and work together in humility about hard
issues, we create a culture
of change as we become the
Christians this world desperately needs.

The Rev. Steve Stockman,
minister of Fitzroy Presbyterian Church, shared from his experience of restoration between
Ireland and Northern Ireland in
chapel on Nov. 11.
“All the enmity that is in
our world needs to be turned
around,” Stockman said. “All
the alienation between people
and nations and colors and races needs to be turned around .
. . That’s what Jesus was doing
his three years. He was compromising all of the amenities that
were going on the culture of his
day, because he was compromising the ultimate enmity between
a holy God and sinful humanity
. . . in all his relationships that’s
what he was about — peacemaking, reconciliation.”
With the grace and tactfulness Christ carried, let’s listen to
each other. Let’s ask why someone feels a certain way. Let’s be
willing to be wrong, or at least
willing to see each other as more
than an opponent.
How much different would
this world look if we had Christians who behaved like that?
echo@taylor.edu

A penny found in a Taylor parking lot
A lesson about
thankfulness

I learned the value of picking
up pennies in parking lots from
77-year-old Otha Anders.
In 2015 Anders exchanged
over 500,000 pennies found
over the previous four decades.
He explained that the $5000.00
he received for the pennies,
were far less valuable to him
than the 500,000 thankfulness
reminders he had received by
finding lost pennies at unexpected times and in unexpected places.
“If I would see a penny when
I’m gassing up, on the ground,
or in a store, it would be a reminder to stop right there and
say a prayer,” Anders said, in a
2015 interview with ABC News.
“I never failed to do that. That’s
why they had so much value
to me.”
For Anders, every unexpected penny provided a mindfulness check — what could he
thank God for at that moment?
We should not be surprised
that the root word for thanksgiving (eucharist), joy (chara)
and grace (charis) are the same
in Greek. The three concepts
are closely related. A thankful
heart is the key that opens the
door to Giant Joy’s beautiful
Grace Castle (do not confuse
Giant Joy with Giant Despair,
the latter lives in Doubting Castle). Indeed, Psalm 100 teaches

us that the password at God’s
gates is “thank you.” G. K. Chesterton describes joy as “the gigantic secret of the Christian”
in his book “Orthodoxy.”
For the Christian, joy is gigantic and eternal while sadness is small and passing.
Friday’s despair and Saturday’s
sadness will always be followed
by Sunday’s joy — this is the
good news evangelicals offer
the world.
How can we grow more
mindful about the joy and
grace we have received? How
can we move toward being
thankful always, as shown in
Ephesians 1:16 and 1 Thessalonians 5:18? Picking up pennies is one creative strategy,
but the church’s wisdom also
invites us to embrace two other disciplines: Sabbath and the
Lord’s Supper.
First, Sabbath provides weekly space for enjoying the joy and
grace of Creation. Sabbath is a
day to cease and feast, to pray
and play. We stop our work to
thank God for his. Thanksgiving break is a great time to put
one of the dozens of good books
on Sabbath on your Christmas
list. Ask your pastor for a recommendation. You might also
consider Marva Dawn’s “Keeping the Sabbath Wholly.”
Second, the Lord’s Supper
is a regular reminder to give
thanks for the Cross. At communion we lift our hearts to
the Lord to give him thanks and
praise. Pastors from every century urge God’s people to take
advantage of the Lord’s Supper
as often as we can. Participating in this holy celebration of
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Senior Julia Clark reading her Bible.

thanksgiving is a source of deep
joy for God’s people.
The books below are some
of the ones that have helped
me understand the joy we can
find in the transformative power of the Lord’s Supper. From a
Wesleyan perspective, try Gordon Smith’s “A Holy Meal: The
Lord’s Supper in the Life of the
Church.” From a Reformed perspective, try Peter Leithart’s
“Blessed are the Hungry: Meditations on the Lord’s Supper.”
For an African perspective try
Edison Kalengyo’s “Celebrating
the Lord’s Supper: Ending the
Eucharistic Famine” and for a
Latin American one try William
Cavanaugh’s “Torture and Eucharist: Theology, Politics, and
the Body of Christ.”

Each time I find a penny in
a parking lot, I am reminded of Anders’ 500,000 penny-prayers of praise. Every
penny found is a reminder to
give thanks. Even if you don’t
want to play a thankfulness
game with pennies, you can be
intentional about growing in
thanksgiving-mindfulness.
Take an hour or a day to read
and reflect about Sabbath, the
Lord’s Supper or about gratitude in general. On that last
topic, I can’t resist recommending my favorite book on
thankfulness, Leithart’s “Gratitude: An Intellectual History.” Enjoy your Thanksgiving
break! Happy feasting, reading and resting!
echo@taylor.edu
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Football season wraps up with big victory
Trojans say goodbye
to their seniors
Caleb Amick

Women’s Soccer
11/22 Columbia College (National Tournament)2:00 p.m.
Women’s Cross Country
11/22 NAIA National Championship (N) 2:30 p.m.
Men’s Cross Country

Staff writer

Taylor football ended their
season with a 38-26 win on
Nov. 16 against Lawrence
Technological University at
Turner Stadium. With this victory, Taylor closed their season
at 3-7 overall.
Before the game, seniors
Spencer Crisp, Jackson Bronkema, Mark Baker and James
Haverkamp joined their parents on the midfield to be honored. According to Baker, being
a senior has given him a new appreciation of everyone on or involved with the team.
“(Being a senior), you realize
how everyone on the team is
needed and is vital to the success of the team,” Baker said.
Early in the first quarter, junior Zac Saltzgaber ran a 7-yard
rush for a touchdown, putting
the Trojans in the lead 7-0.
With a little less than five
minutes remaining for the first
quarter, Saltzgaber scored another touchdown for the Trojans. This gave the Trojans a
14-0 lead.
Taylor continued to blow past
Lawrence Tech’s defense, maintaining their lead in the second
quarter.
During the second quarter
with 10:15 left on the clock, sophomore Caden Hilliard scored a
touchdown, the first of his college career, bringing the score
to 21-0.
Saltzgaber said this was a

11/22 NAIA National Championship (N) 1:30 p.m.

Women’s Basketball
11/26 Marian University 5 p.m.
12/4 Grace College 7 p.m.

Men’s Basketball

11/26 Marian University 7 pm.
12/3 Grace College 7 p.m.
12/6 Ohio Chillicothe 6 p.m. (Silent Night)

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics
Football
W 38-26

11/14 Indiana University East
11/21 Great Lakes Christian

W 88-75
W 98-50

11/15 East-West University
11/12 West Virginia Tech
11/19 Concordia University

W 110-74
W 90-95
W 91-69

Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
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The football seniors smile after their 38-26 win against Lawrence Tech.

highlight of Saturday’s game
for him.
“Watching Justin Fath and
Caden Hilliard get their first
touchdowns was really cool,”
Saltzgaber said.
Lawrence Tech began gaining
on the Trojans in the third quarter, as the Blue Devils scored a
touchdown with 4:31 left.
The score was 21-6 by the end
of the quarter.
Twenty-nine seconds into the
fourth quarter, Taylor scored
another touchdown, leaving
Lawrence Tech in the dust with
a score of 28-6.

Lawrence Tech later scored a
touchdown against the Trojans
with 11:34 remaining, putting the
score at 28-13.
With 6:36 left on the clock, the
scoreboard read 31-13 thanks to
freshman Zane Shilts making a
33-yard field goal attempt.
Roughly three minutes later, junior Justin Fath scored
his first ever touchdown for
the Trojans.
Lawrence Tech tried to catch
up by scoring two touchdowns
within the last 50 seconds but
the damage was already done.
This victory for the Trojans

marks the end of a tough season. Baker said not winning
more games was his biggest regret of the season.
“The win-lose column, it’s not
the way we wanted it to go,” Baker said. “Sometimes, it’s about
the journey, contributing to
the journey.”
Saltzgaber said their goal this
season was to be competitive in
their conference and to him, the
team had been somewhat successful in that area.
Despite the team’s struggles
on the field, they have been
more than successful in their

relationships with each other.
Saltzgaber and Baker both said
the biggest highlight of the season for them was the family dynamic shared among the team.
“ It ’s m ore than ju st a
team, it becomes a brotherhood; it is much like a family,”
Saltzgaber said.
For Baker and the other seniors, their college football career is over, but for the others,
this is just the beginning. The
Trojans will take the offseason
to regroup and prepare for the
2020 season.
echo@taylor.edu

Women’s basketball improves perfect record to 8-0
Team has near
historic start to season
Nathaniel Boer
Staff Writer

Still undefeated.
The Taylor women’s basketball team weathered a fourth
quarter comeback and defeated Indiana University East 8875 to keep a perfect 7-0 season.
With a win against Great
Lakes Christian College last
night, the Trojans have started
off their season 8-0. According
to Head Coach Jody Martinez,
that would be the best start to
a season since the 1950s.
“This team just keeps finding
a way to win,” said Martinez.
One of the keys to securing
the win over Indiana University East was senior Abby Buchs.
In an efficient performance, she
scored a career-high 30 points,
shooting 9-13 from the field and
9-10 from the free throw line.
The Trojans’ quick start set
the tone for the game as they
scored 31 points in the first
quarter. While Abby led the
team in scoring, the team as a
whole was dominant on offense
as they posted the second highest score of their season.

11/16 Lawrence Tech
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The women’s basketball team shot over 40% from the field against Indiana University East.

Senior Becca Buchs scored 19
points with 12 coming off of her
team-high four three-pointers.
Junior Madisyn Fischer and senior Sydney Huffman got into
double-digit scoring with 12
points each. Fischer also led the
team in assists with five.
“The really good passes were
what set us up,” Abby said. “Just
the trust we have in each other to make the extra passes to
each other.”
Fischer seconded the importance of ball movement in the
offensive success and how the

additional passes allowed for
good looks at the basket. This
allowed for the team to shoot
46.6% from the field and 41.4%
from three, both of which were
higher than the current team
averages.
The Trojans have nearly doubled their opponents in assists
throughout the season, averaging 16.6 while keeping the opposition to 8.9.
Taylor has also maintained an
impressive 19.7 scoring margin
over their opponents, and while
this was their first true road

game, the Trojans maintained
a double digit lead throughout
the majority of the game.
In the fourth quarter the Trojans built up a 15-point lead, the
largest of the game.
However, Indiana University East didn’t give up. With one
minute and six seconds remaining the Red Wolves scored six
unanswered points in 11 seconds to bring the game within
five points.
The calm free throw shooting
by Taylor, making 10 out of 12 attempts, allowed for the Trojans

to regain a 13-point lead as the
time ran out.
“We knew that they were going to be a physical team,” Abby
said. “We just kept attacking
the rim, staying aggressive and
we were able to get them into
foul trouble early.”
This was the Trojans’ first
time playing at Indiana University East this season and this
was also their first game on the
road at the opposing team’s stadium. The only two road games
Taylor previously played were
on a neutral court for the Indiana Wesleyan Classic.
While the team is No. 15 in the
nation, Martinez doesn’t want
to be too eager.
“It is still early in the season, we will have a better
idea of what this team can do
around Christmas break,” Martinez said.
The Trojans will face Marian
University at home on Tuesday,
Nov. 26, at 5 p.m. This is their
first Crossroads League opponent and currently the No. 6
team in the nation.
Historically, Marian has had
the edge, winning 21 out of 34
games since the stats began to
be recorded in 2005.
echo@taylor.edu

Top 25 Polls

Women’s Basketball............No.15

Women’s Cross Country.....No. 7

Women’s Golf........................No. 4
Men’s Cross Country...........No. 6
Women’s soccer to play in
national tournament

Trojans secure at-large bid

After a 12-4-2 season, Taylor women’s soccer is heading to the NAIA
National Championship Tournament for the first time in program history.
The bracket for the tournament
was revealed on Monday, announcing Taylor will open the tournament
on Nov. 22 with a matchup against
Columbia College. Columbia (18-3)
won both the American Midwest
Conference regular season title and
tournament championship.
Taylor is coming off of one of the
most successful seasons in program history, and received votes
in the NAIA Top-25 poll for much of
the season. With twelve wins and all
four of their losses against ranked
teams, the Trojans built an impressive resume with their season. They
went 5-3-1 within the Crossroads
League, one of the toughest conferences in the nation.
The team was ecstatic when they
saw “Taylor” show up during the
bracket release show for the first
time ever.
“It’s a big deal,” senior Lauren
Cammarano told the Taylor Sports
Information Department. “It’s the
first time Taylor’s ever gone to nationals. So, definitely really hyped
and really excited.”
Senior Hannah Waltz told the
Sports Information Department it
felt like the team had deserved a
shot at nationals for years, and said
she didn’t know how to react when
she saw the bracket.
If Taylor can get past Columbia,
they will move onto face No. 5 Martin Methodist on Nov. 23.
Play between the Trojans and Columbia will start at 2 p.m. in Pulaski, TN.
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